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**Introduction**

Addition of project and research files; workshop materials, correspondence, surveys and miscellaneous.

**Box List**

**Box 1**

Win, Win, Win
- Frequent reader program questionnaires
- Readership reader program questionnaire

Iris Igawa—Research files
- Inventory of Innovation
- Journalism 2008
- NRC proposal, 1991
- Refusals

**Box 2**

Iris Igawa—Research files
- ANPA
- ANPA—proposal
- ANPA—proposal research, general
- ANPA—attachment A
- Exhibit on a desk
- Research notes

Notebook
- Funders
- Inquiries
- Reimbursements
- Reports
- Roundtables
- Tools
- Women in media
- ANPA—proposal, past versions
- Connections V—workshop, Las Vegas, 1990
- Poynter Institute Roundtable, 1989
- Spokane Roundtable, 1991
- IMB & Media Relations—creativity session, 1990
- Missourian Roundtable, 1989
- Riverside Press-Enterprise, 1989
- Gannett News Service—workshop
- Hearts Newspapers Prototypes
- Prototypes project
Box 3
Summary of Research—planning meeting, 1989
  Accent Press
  Case histories
  Case studies
  Case study—breakdowns
  Chicago Tribune/ Wisconsin State Journal, 1989
  Coffey, Shelly
  Danzig, Bob
  Democracy & Demography—facilitator packet
  Fort Worth Star Telegram
  Ideas in Action
  Innovation Inventory
  Interview prospects
  Inventory of Innovation—responses
  Lambeth Research—proposal
  Main citations
  Miscellaneous
  New York Newsday
  Newspapers contacted
  Pacific Northwest Newspaper Association
  Peck, Chris
  Poynter Institute—workshop
  Price quotes
  RTR/Rand, 1986
  Rand—roundtable
    Homework
    Logistics
    Nominations
    Participant feedback
    Responses
    Videotape interviews
  Survey—Q 5/6
  Survey—Q3
  Survey—recipients
  Valuable services
  Video

Box 4
Case history project
NDN—history
Diamond, Deb—interviews
Publications
Quotes
Marquette University
Ideas in Action—survey
Correspondence, 1988 (4 folders)

OVERSIZE: Women in Media exhibit panels (5)

Box 5
Correspondence A-Z, 1980s-1990s

Box 6
Correspondence, 1986-1997
Dorothy Jurney
Seymour Topping
Nancy Woodhull
Shelby Coffey
N. Christian Anderson
Howard H. (Tim) Hays

Videotape information
Inquiries

Box 7
Correspondence, miscellaneous 1991-1994
Correspondence, R-Z
Updates, 1994-1995
Global Analysis, Information Technology Conference, 1995

Box 8
Publicity, 1988-1994
Board meetings, 1987-1993
Exhibits
Ideas for Change
Growing Closer, 1991
ASNE, 1992
Protoytpes Plan
D & D Roundtables -- Assessment
Artificial Intelligence Project
Expert Systems Group
JBJ, Inc., Electronic newspaper, 1992-1993

Box 9
ASNE Change Committee, 1994-1995
Creating New Newspapers for New USA Roundtable, 1993
Freedom Forum Roundtable
Frequent Reader Program
Future of Journalism Education
Inventory of Innovation Analysis
Online projects
Online report
Presstime Columns, 1994

Box 10
Friends interest questionnaire, 1989
Kids on the Street video
Newspaper of the Future
NDN Board committee files, 1988-1990
    Asahi Shimbun, 1992
    Communique, Gannett Center for Media Studies
    Democracy and Demography Roundtable
    High Tea, 1989
    Imperial Valley Press, 1992
    J-Week, 1989
    Photographs
    Rand
    Tai-sheng Won
NDN columns in Presstime
Newspaper Innovations
Reader Retention Project
Undercovered Video Series, 1993

Box 11
Legal files
Personnel files
Professional organizations
    American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
    American Society of Newspaper Editors
    Gannett Center for Media Studies
    Newspaper Advertising Bureau
    Newspaper Research Council
    Society of Professional Journalists
    School of Journalism, University of Missouri

Box 12
Professional meetings, projects, and travel, 1993-1995

Box 13
NDN fundraising files

Boxes 14-17
Inventory of Innovation survey, 1990-1993
    Computer data compilations
Boxes 18-45a
Inventory of Innovation survey, 1990-1993
Questionnaires and supporting materials

Box 46
Newspaper and media reports, studies, and surveys, 1978-1988
Synectics, 1989
Prototype files
Inventory for Innovation tear log

Box 47
Synectics
ANPA proposal research

Box 48-53
Miscellaneous NDN materials

Box 54
Asahi Shimbun 1992
Chicago Audio Tape series
Chicago Roundtable
Hearst idea book
Hearst prototypes
Hearst Roundtable
Howard Pubs. Editors meeting 1989
Missourian Roundtable
Morris Communications Roundtable
NDN / Colorado Springs Gazette Roundtable 1989
NDN Inside Gannett 1989
NDN Poynter Roundtable 1989
Riverside Press - Enterprise Roundtable 1989

Boxes 55-56
NDN financial records, 1992-1994

Box 57
NDN personnel
NDN organization
NAA convention 1995
APME convention 1994
Strategic planning 1994

Boxes 58-65
NDN Outreach Director, 1994-1995
ACCESSION CA5556
NEW DIRECTIONS FOR NEWS, RECORDS

Boxes 66-73
NDN Executive Director, Editorial, 1987-1999

Box 71
NDN Executive Director
- Multinational strategies
- Russian Media Fund
- NDN planning 1991
- Database and computers
- National Women and Media Collection

Box 72
NDN Executive Director
- ANPA proposal 1991
- CEO NY invitations
- Jack Fuller report
- Leadership Committee, Journalism School 1992-1993
- NY media specialists
- Research plan
- Roundtable participants by newspaper
- Testimonials 1994

Box 73
NDN Executive Director
- Biographies 1995
- Freedom Forum roundtable, assignments and responses 6-93
- Freedom Foundation, pre-work and assignments
- NDN Board meeting notes 8-88
- NDN Board of Directors report on the online proposal 1993
- NDN management meeting 12-91
- NDN personnel
- Newsprint waste report 1994
- Participant tracking
- Scenario planning
- Speeches
- Undercovered series

Box 74
NDN Executive Director
- Correspondence, A-P, 1990-1995

Box 75
- Correspondence R-Z, 1990-1995

Box 76
- NDN correspondence 1992-2000
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A-Boc

Box 77
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
Bod-Cen

Box 78
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
Cep-Den

Box 79
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
Der-Freedom

Box 80
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
Freedom-Gra

Box 81
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
Gre-IBM

Box 82
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
IMM-J

Box 83
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
K-Lee,

Box 84
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
Li-McCormick

Box 85
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
McCormick-Mic

Box 86
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
Mil-My

Box 87
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
N-O
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Box 88
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
Pa-Pl

Box 89
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
Po-Sc

Box 90
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
Se-Te

Box 91
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
Th-We

Box 92
NDN correspondence 1992-2000
Wh-Miscellaneous correspondence

Box 93
MU Advisory Committee on the 21st Century
NDN Institute
NDN newspaper
Newsletter tips
Publicity and project files
University of Missouri School of Journalism
Western Historical Manuscript Collection
World Watch

Box 94
Demographics
Information technology
Marketing
Research institutes
Women online

Box 95
Fundraising, 1989-1999
Legal documents, 1987-2000

Box 96
Funding

Box 97
NDN institutional, reorganization, and business plans
Photographs

**Box 98**
Sales database

**Boxes 99-100**
Miscellaneous unsorted material (*also see boxes 264-266*)

**Boxes 101-110**
Financial records

**Boxes 111-113**
Computer discs

**Boxes 114-119a**
Undercovered Series

**Boxes 120-134**
Conferences and roundtables: correspondence, planning and financial records, meeting and production material and miscellaneous records. (*Also see boxes 136-189 for conference and roundtable material*)

**Boxes 120-121**
1995

**Box 122**
1995-1996

**Boxes 123-124**
1996

**Boxes 125-127**
1997

**Box 128**
1998

**Box 129**
1998-1999

**Box 130-132**
1999

**Box 133**
1999-2000
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Box 134
Miscellaneous unsorted conference and roundtable material.

Box 135
Miscellaneous unsorted material

Boxes 136-189
Reports, roundtable and conference material, "idea books", publications, proposals, planning and fundraising reports, training and administrative guides, seminars, and other compilations of material; 1987-2000.

Box 136
1987-1989

Box 137
1989-1990

Box 138
1991

Box 139
1991-1992

Box 140
1992

Box 141
1992-1993

Boxes 142-145
1993

Boxes 146-148
1994

Boxes 149-160
1995

Boxes 161-171
1996

Boxes 172-178
1997

Boxes 179-181
1998
Box 182-187
1999

Box 188
NDN web site, 1999-2000

Box 189
Board of Directors meetings, 1988-1999

Boxes 190-199
Background and research material, media, internet, technology, on-line newspapers, electronic news gathering, and miscellaneous.

Boxes 200-252
Video recordings

Box 200
Christine Craft
Entertainment Tonight 1983
World News Tonight 1983
Women Newscasters, Donahue Show 1982
The TV Gender Gap, Inside Story 1984
Unidentified

Box 201
William Stephenson interview 3/17/88
Marshall Blonsky interview 4/1/88

Box 202
Prince 1988
Tony Casale 3/25/88
Stewart Brand 3/14/88
Deborah Tannen 3/7/88
NDN Board 1987-1988

Box 203
Nancy Woodhull comments 4/21/88 5/5/88
JGW on camera
Betacam edited masters
   NDN titles, bumpers and credits
   NDN parts 1-8
   NDN narration
Role: Just What It Is You Do
Competition: Who's Stealing Your Readers
Audience: Of Course You Know Your Readers
News, Form
People: You're Only as Good as Your People
Future: Interesting Days Ahead

Box 204
NDN seminar 1/89
NDN seminar MPL mastered elements
MMAT, "Tools for Teachers 3/89
Readers and Non-Readers 1989
Three Short Segments
Interviews
Tribal Fire, Santa Monica 1989

Boxes 205-206
Reaching Tomorrow's Readers 1988-1989

Box 207-208

Box 209
Poynter Institute Roundtable 1991
NDN-Las Vegas 1990
NDN Roundtable AMPA Convention 1990
Jeff Greenfield session 1990

Box 210
NDN-Ideas for Change exhibit, Los Angeles 1990

Box 211
NDN-Ideas for Change 1990
NDN-Inventory of Innovation 1990
Demografix, Boston 1991
Thomson Newspapers, editorial conference 1991

Box 212
NDN-Boston 4/91

Box 213
University of Missouri - School of Journalism
WON luncheon 9/91
Mid-Careers program 9/91
Speakers, panelists and crowd 9/91
News 2000, Jean Gaddy Wilson, speaker 6/91

Box 214
NDN marketing, 1992
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NDN board meeting, 1/92
Journalism 2008, 4/92

Box 215
NDN-Teenage Man on the Street interviews, 1990-1992
New Directions for News, 1992
NDN Tribune Day, 9/93
Future of Journalism Education, panel discussion, 8/93

Boxes 216-221
NDN-Undercovered: Reaching the New USA, series 1993

Boxes 222-223
NDN-Freedom Forum, Los Angeles, 4/93 6/93

Boxes 224-229
NDN-News Industries & Journalism: Preparing for 2010, The RAND Corp, Santa Monica, CA, 6/95

Box 230
NDN-News Industries & Journalism: Preparing for 2010, Advertising, Stanford University, 9/95

Box 231
NDN-News Industries & Journalism: Preparing for 2010, News and Content, Texas Christian University, 11/95

Box 232
NDN-News Industries & Journalism: Preparing for 2010, Publishing Online, New York City, 1/96

Box 233
NDN-News Industries & Journalism: Preparing for 2010, Electronic Communities, Chapel Hill NC, 3/96

Boxes 234-236
NDN-New Models for New Media...in a world with no boundaries,
Conceptualizing the New Landscape: The Second Industrial Revolution, New York City, 10/96

Boxes 237-239
NDN-New Models for New Media...in a world with no boundaries, Reno, NV, 12/96

Boxes 240-242
NDN-New Models for New Media...in a world with no boundaries, Providence,
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RI, 3/97

Boxes 243-244
NDN-New Models for New Media... Minneapolis, MN, 5/97

Boxes 245-246
NDN-New Models for New Media... New York City, 9/97

Box 247
NDN-New Models for New Media... Los Angeles, 12/97

Box 248
NDN-New Models for New Media... Los Angeles, 12/97
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization Series, Seattle, WA, 6/98
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization Series, New York, 9/98

Box 249
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization Series, Borrego Springs, CA, 12/98
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization Series, Charlotte, NC, 3/99
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization Series, Boston, MA, 6/99

Box 250
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization Series, Santa Clara, CA, 9/99
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization Series, Jacksonville, FL, 12/99
Global Trends briefing 3/00

Boxes 251-252
Miscellaneous media/journalism subjects and events & unidentified recordings

Boxes 253-259
Audio recordings

Box 253
NDN-unidentified 1-2/93

Box 254
Arlington Roundtable 4/03
NDN-Freedom Forum, Los Angeles 9/93
NDN-News Industries & Journalism: Preparing for 2010, Advertising, Stanford University 9/95
NDN-News Industries & Journalism: Preparing for 2010, News and Content, Texas Christian University 11/95
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Box 255
NDN-News Industries & Journalism: Preparing for 2010, Publishing Online, New York City 1/96
NDN-News Industries & Journalism: Preparing for 2010, Electronic Communities, Chapel Hill NC 3/96
NDN-New Models for New Media... in a world with no boundaries, New York City 10/96
NDN-New Models for New Media... in a world with no boundaries, Reno NV 12/96

Box 256
NDN-New Models for New Media... in a world with no boundaries, Providence RI 3/97
NDN-New Models for New Media... in a world with no boundaries, Minneapolis MN 5/97
NDN-New Models for New Media... in a world with no boundaries, New York City 9/97
NDN-New Models for New Media... in a world with no boundaries, Los Angeles CA 12/97

Box 257
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization series, Seattle WA 6/98
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization series, New York City 9/98
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization series, Borrego Springs CA 12/98
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization series, Charlotte, NC 3/99
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization series, Boston, MA 6/99
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization series, Santa Clara, CA 9/99
NDN-Media Convergence & Globalization series, Jacksonville, FL 12/99
Global Trends briefing 4/00

Box 258
NDN-Miscellaneous and unidentified tapes, 1987-1994

Box 259
Journalism/Media conventions and workshops 1989-1996

Boxes 260-263
Oversize presentation, roundtable, exhibit, and seminar material

Boxes 264-268
Miscellaneous unsorted material

Box 269
Strategic Planning Document
NDN Background
Institute for Innovation Proposal, 1987
Proposal to Combat Circulation and Readership Erosion
Freedom Forum, 1993
Board Meeting, 1999
Photographs of women and girls employed in traditional men’s occupations and playing sports
Miscellaneous records and publications

Box 270
- Sex Roles in Canadian Radio and Television Reports, 1985 (6 volumes)
- Reports- Women and employment, women and the media, salary studies, etc. (8”)
- Correspondence
- NDN Publications
  - Newspaper Study, 1983
  - Inventory of Innovation: Strategies That Work, 1992
  - 1993 Business Report: Getting to the Payback of Frequent Reader Programs
  - Promotional Publication, 1992
  - New Models for New Media, 1996
  - 1996 New Media Impact Report

Box 271
- Video tapes
  - 1988-1998

Box 272
- Undated
  - Reno, NV Conference, 3-5 December 1996

Box 273

Box 274
- Providence, RI Conference, 4-6 May 1997
- Minneapolis, MN Conference, 12-14 May 1997

Box 275
- New Media Impact Report, 1996
- Undercovered Video Log
- Undercovered Computer Discs (9)

Box 276
- Notebooks—New Direction for News
  - Board of Directors & Advisory Council membership, past and present
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Board of Directors—business, correspondence, minutes, 1999
History, Mission, Programs
Impact Reports
Press Releases
Young Leaders Series—marketing materials, 2000-2001

Box 277
Notebooks—Fundraising files, A-S1

Box 278
Notebooks
Ford Foundation
Fundraising files, S2-Z
Fundraising files, general
Young Leaders Series—marketing materials, 2002-2003

Box 279
Notebooks
Associate Director—Ad mailing, Autumn 1999
E-mail
Friends of New Directions for News (NDN)
Women in Media Research Project

Box 280
Financial reports, 1999-2000
Miscellaneous papers [2]

Box 281
Data Management Associates—Goldmine, version 4, course 1
Office files
Address & phone report
Board of Director's Meeting, 1995
Canadian Newspaper contacts—Cantley, Bryan
Computer disks
Contacts—miscellaneous
Directory
International
International—Maguire, Terry
International—prospects
Last Contact—Rick
List of target groups
Miscellaneous loose papers [3]
Path to Effective Leadership
Prospects
Revisit
Rick
Sales meeting, 1999
Sales team
Sales team—workbook, 1998
Target referral sheets
Willis problem
Video

Box 282
New Models for New Media registration forms, 1997

Box 283
Correspondence (6 folders) 1999-2000
Roundtable, Seattle
Roundtable, Jacksonville
Communications plan, 1996
McGann Associates think tank
Board of Directors Meeting Jan. 19, 2000
Relocation proposal, 2000
Roundtable, Santa Clara, 1999
Associate Director Search, 1999

Box 284
Correspondence 1983-1996
Women in Communications (2 folders)
Programs and brochures
NGO Forum on Women
Roundtable, Arlington
APME story 1989
Proposal to McCormick Tribune Foundation 1993
Roundtable-Under covered
Roundtable-Democracy to Demography
Information Technology conference 1994 (3 folders)
Misc. unfolded

Box 285
Washington DC contacts
ASNE-Inventory of Innovation
Roundtables:
   Inventing New Media, Boston
   New Industries in Journalism, New York
   New Models, New Media
   Media Convergence and Globalization (2 folders)
Diversity Program
Board of Directors Meeting June 23, 1999
Step program
Roundtable survey research 1998
Correspondence 1999
Media in Service to a Democratic Society (2 folders)
Verbal survey results 1998
13 years of revenue growth
Gifts and Grants 1987-2002
Game plan 1997
Weiner, Edrich, Brown proposal 1999
Convergence and Globalization contracts
Scenario Planning 1994 (3 folders)
Margaret Papendreau contract
Misc. roundtable information
Experts

**Box 286**
- New Models for New Media
- New Tools, New Journalism, Almaden and Santa Clara, Calif.
- Freedom Forum
- Designing your Future
- New Models New Media video
- Women in the Media
- AASFE, San Antonio
- Barbara Uehling
- John Green
- Reno Program
- Impact of McCormick Foundation grant
- New York conference data
- Post evaluation Reno
- New Models for New Media registration folders
- Directory of Women’s Media
- Futurist Directory
- 1 VHS tape “victims”

**Box 287**
- New Directions for News proposal
- New Directions for News background-appendices
- Global Cooperation/Local Impact, Charlotte, NC
- Roundtable, Boston
- IBM roundtable, 1999
- JAWS
- Freedom Forum
- Leadership America
- Grants
- Ford Foundation
- Proposals
- McCormick Tribune proposals
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Box 288
Misc. folder
JAWS symposium, 2007
Women’s Media Center
Roundtable information:
   Boston
   Seattle
   New York City
   Charlotte
   Borrego
Insights and suggestions from Roundtable participants
Cecily Hatchitt
New Industries in the 21st Century

Box 289
McCormick Foundation Fellowship applications
Newspaper group information
Video requests
Videos sent
Expert list

Box 290
Board meeting 1999
Board meeting Jan. 2000
Board files (5 folders)
NDN sales and marketing 1999
New Media/NIT
Newspaper group information
Audio cassettes:
   NDN My Paper 1989
   NDN-Phoenix 1988 (3 tapes)
   NDN-seminar Dry Voice Track
   NDN/SPJ 1988 Convention/Cincinnati (5 tapes)
   Innovation: Narration (Atwater) and sound bites (George McCouch and Bart Pollack)
Panel on Nursing and the Media, 1997, Sigma Theta Tau
NDN Research meeting, 7/5/1989
Expanding Content to Grow Advertising
Interactive Newspapers, 1995-Journalists Speak Out-an Editorial View of Multimedia
Canadian Newspaper Association, 1998 Conference-The Future of the Newspaper Industry-New Imperatives
NDN Goals, January 1995 (1 computer disc)
   The National Information Infrastructure Advanced Technology Group (1 video cassette)